A comprehensive range of environmentally
friendly products for colouring, finishing and
maintaining parquet and plank flooring

PROFESSIONAL PARQUET PRODUCTS

DevoNatural stands out in
every way
When DevoNatural develops a new product,
it will always meet all specific needs as to
the finishing of parquet and plank flooring.
For every type of product, “varnish, oil,
wax or soap”, DevoNatural always strives
to achieve the highest possible results, in
terms of protecting the environment, wear
resistance, resistance to chemical products,
colour stability, UV resistance, hardness,
elasticity, etc. DevoNatural also attaches
particular importance to ensuring that the
product is easy to apply and dries as rapidly
as possible. In addition, DevoNatural
developed an appropriate maintenance
product for each type of finish.
A great deal is expected of finishing
products for parquet floors, compared to
other wood finishing products. It goes
without saying that parquet floors are
heavily used every day and have to be
extremely resistant…
A DevoNatural treated parquet floor,
properly maintained, is guaranteed to be
highly resistant for many long years.

The philosophy behind
DevoNatural products
The DevoNatural range of professional
parquet floor products meets the highest
standards when it comes to treating
parquet floors.
It is all about quality without compromise,
developing products using the best raw
materials and cutting-edge technologies.
DevoNatural is available in original colours
and contemporary finishes, which are fully
in harmony with the latest trends in interior
design.
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Varnish, oil, wax or soap
for parquet floors?
How to choose the ideal
DevoNatural finish for your
wooden floor!
Wooden floors can be treated in different
ways. The method that you choose will
determine the look, lifespan, comfort and
how your floor needs to be maintained.
Oil creates a natural matt aspect but
requires a little more maintenance. A
varnished parquet floor needs less
maintenance and is better protected in the
long term. Last but not least, wax gives the
parquet floor natural protection, while the
soaping method is very fashionable in the
Scandinavian countries.
With this in mind, the table of the different
DevoNatural products will help you to make
the right choice.
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DevoNatural comparison table
Natural
appearance

Oil

Wear
resistance

Chemical
resistant

Stain
resistant

Can be retouched
without sanding

DevoNatural High Solid Oil
+ Extra Hardener
Note: Product combinations, colour effects and sanding/application method will determine the final natural appearance.
The wear resistance of oiled parquet floors is determined mainly by the density and hardness of the type of wood used.

Natural
appearance

Varnish/lacquer

Wear
resistance

Stain
resistant

Chemical
resistant

Can be retouched
without sanding

DevoNatural Finish
DevoNatural Transit
DevoNatural Passage
Note : Product combinations and the shine of the final coat will determine the final natural appearance.

Wax

Natural
appearance

Wear
resistance

Stain
resistant

Chemical
resistant

Can be retouched
without sanding

Natural
appearance

Wear
resistance

Stain
resistant

Chemical
resistant

Can be retouched
without sanding

DevoNatural Solid Wax

Wood Soap
DevoNatural Soap on resinous wood
DevoNatural Soap on hardwood

= outstanding

= very good

= good

= less effective

= difficult
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Oil
DevoNatural High Solid Oil gives you an extremely natural
look in only one single layer.
In addition to colourless oil, you can choose from a wide range of
contemporary colours, which can also be combined with the DevoNatural
Reactive aging product.
Oil greatly accentuates the natural appearance of the wood. Any subsequent
scratches will be less visible, but floors with an oil finish require more
maintenance and are less resistant to stains than varnished floors.
However, DevoNatural High Solid Oil clearly stands out in terms of comfort,
adding DevoNatural Extra Hardener to DevoNatural High Solid Oil, will
further improve wear resistance and reduce drying time!
In order to compare products, please see the table - page 7.
Maintenance:
§ Weekly cleaning using a floor cloth, water and DevoNatural Wood Soap.
§ Once or twice per year, treat thoroughly with DevoNatural Intensive
Cleaner and Renewer.
§ Advantage of oil: it is always possible to remove small marks and stains,
by lightly sanding and re-oiling the floor.

§ DevoNatural High Solid Oil is mainly applied
for bedrooms, living rooms, decking, etc.
where floors are only subject to moderate use.
It is also suitable for garden furniture.
Combined with DevoNatural Extra Hardener,
it can also be applied in bathrooms, shops,
showrooms, bars, cafés, restaurants, etc.

Please refer to the maintenance sheet for parquet floors treated with
DevoNatural High Solid Oil.
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Varnish/lacquer
Wear resistant DevoNatural parquet varnishes make the
pores in the wood fully impermeable to moisture and
grime.
DevoNatural parquet varnish makes your floor water-repellent and highly
resistant to wear, as well as chemical agents. You can choose between three
types of varnish for parquet floors, each of which have specific properties.
In order to compare products, please see the table - page 7.
Maintenance:
§ If necessary, clean with DevoNatural Soft Cleaner.
§ For additional protection, treat your floor with DevoNatural Polish, which
will extend the lifespan of the finish coat.
Please refer to the maintenance sheet for parquet floors sealed with
DevoNatural Finish, Transit or Passage.

§ DevoNatural Finish is mainly applied for
bedrooms, living rooms, etc., where floors are
subject to moderate use.
§ DevoNatural Transit is mainly applied for
living rooms, shops, offices, showrooms, etc.,
where floors are subject to moderate or heavy
use.
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§ DevoNatural Passage is mainly applied for
living rooms, shops, entrance halls,
showrooms, hotels, banks, museums, public
buildings, airports, theatres, etc., where floors
are heavy or very heavily used!

Wax
DevoNatural Solid Wax gives your floor a natural finish.
Ideal for treating antique parquet floors, etc.
Recognisable because of its special odour, DevoNatural Solid Wax gives
your floor a deep and natural shine. A waxed parquet floor is less resistant
than an oiled or varnished parquet floor - and certainly if it is subject to heavy
use. But it can easily be repaired without sanding!
In order to compare products, please see the table - page 7.
Maintenance:
§ Regularly wax areas where people frequently walk.
§ It is advised to regularly use a domestic floor polisher.
§ Once or twice per year, treat thoroughly with DevoNatural Liquid Wax,
which cleans and nourishes your floor.
Please refer to the DevoNatural Solid Wax technical data sheet.

§ DevoNatural Solid Wax is mainly applied for
living rooms, museums, prestigious projects,
with parquet floors including design motifs,
and for restoring parquet floors that were
waxed before.
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Wood soap
Soaping your floor gives it a very soft and natural
appearance. This method is highly popular in the
Scandinavian countries.
Developed for floor cleaning DevoNatural Soap is also used, in its
concentrated state, as a basic floor treatment. Especially when applied to
resinous woods (pine, pitch pine, larch, etc.), DevoNatural Soap provides
similar protection to that provided by DevoNatural Solid Wax, when applied
to the floor in concentrated form.
The soaping method can also be used on oak floors. It usually follows pretreatment with another product, such as DevoNatural Reactive. Soap
provides less protection on oak, but this solution is sometimes chosen for its
attractive results..
A soaped floor has a distinctive and natural appearance. In order to maintain
this effect, it needs to be treated regularly with the same soap.
In order to compare products, please see the table - page 7.
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§ DevoNatural Soap is applied to resinous
floors, in a wide range of situations. It is used
more frequently on oak floors than for interior
design and can also be used to obtain an
“aged” effect.

Contemporary odourless waterbased colour stain for parquet
and wooden floors

Colour

DevoNatural Colour is particularly
recommended as an easy way of adding a
contemporary colour to parquet and
wooden floors, furniture, internal doors, etc.
Suitable only for indoor use.
Available colours: ceruse white, grey
shadow, antique oak, smoked grey, jatoba,
dark oak, ebony, walnut and castle grey.
§ Fast-drying;
§ 9 contemporary colours;
§ Environment-friendly;
§ Solvent-free.
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“Bring colours to life” with DevoNatural Colour
A coloured and odourless water-based wood stain – an outstanding
product!
Add colour to your floor in an environment-friendly way! Use water-based DevoNatural Colour!
Colour effects can be finished with all DevoNatural finish products. The vast range of
DevoNatural Colour stains combine traditional wood and contemporary colours to meet all the
modern needs.

Ceruse white

Walnut

Antique oak

Castle grey

Smoked grey

Dark oak

Grey shadow

Jatoba

Ebony

Reactive aging product with
smoked effect for oak parquet
and wooden floors, doors,
windows, furniture, etc.
Environment-friendly
hexahydrate formula. Free of
harmful/irritant substances and
ammonia!

Reactive

Apply only to oak! DevoNatural Reactive
is a reactive aging product available in 3
concentrations: 400, 600 and 1200. The
higher the concentration, the more powerful
the reactive aging will be. When used on
oak, DevoNatural Reactive makes the
wood age naturally. The effect can vary,
depending on where the wood was grown,
as well as the type and diversity of the oak.
The tannic acid levels in the oak determine
the chromatic effect!
§ Environment-friendly, bio-degradable;
§ Pleasant to use, no dangerous
substances!
§ Fast and easy application;
§ Unique aged effects.
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“Unique aged effects” with DevoNatural
Reactive
Add years to your oak parquet floor – in one single step!

400

Aging oak parquet floors is not a new idea. In the past, this was achieved by
using dangerous products, such as hydrogen peroxide, caustic soda,
ammonia, etc., which was always a delicate operation... Using the
appropriate method to apply DevoNatural Reactive makes the task of
artificially aging oak less onerous, far easier and more environment-friendly!
600

1200
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Finish

Transit

Passage

§ DevoNatural Finish is mainly applied for
bedrooms, living rooms, etc., where floors are
subject to moderate use.
§ DevoNatural Transit is mainly applied for
living rooms, shops, offices, showrooms, etc.,
where floors are subject to moderate or heavy
use.
§ DevoNatural Passage is mainly applied for
living rooms, shops, entrance halls,
showrooms, hotels, banks, museums, public
buildings, airports, theatres, etc., where floors
are heavy or very heavily used!
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DevoNatural "stain and wear resistant
varnishes for parquet floors“
The right DevoNatural varnish for your every need!
DevoNatural Finish, Transit and Passage varnishes each have their own
specific properties. The product table will help you choose the most suitable
DevoNatural varnish for “your” parquet floor or staircase.
Decades of research, development, experience and using high quality raw
materials provide DevoNatural varnishes with the maximum comfort and
durability.
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Wear resistant bleaching matt
varnish, aqueous polyurethaneacrylic based, for parquet and
wooden floors, with UV filter and
tannin inhibitor.

Finish

Colour
Effect

Bleaching Matt

This anti-yellowing, elastic and sealant
water-based interior finish gives unstained
wooden floors a “natural wood colour” and
adds a “faded” appearance to darker wood
types and wooden floors stained using
DevoNatural Colour. Indoors, DevoNatural
Finish Bleaching Matt can also be applied
to wooden doors, furniture, ceilings, etc. For
wooden floors, only apply the product on
chamfered parquets and conventional
wooden floors. The “faded” appearance
depends on the tannic acid content of the
wood. Do not use on merbau!
§
§
§
§

Fast drying;
Wood does not discolour;
UV filter, anti-yellowing;
Tannin inhibitor prevents tannic acid
bleeding;
§ Solvent-free;
§ No unpleasant odours.
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Finish
Matt Oiled Look

Wear resistant colourless matt
varnish, aqueous polyurethaneacrylic based, with UV filter.
This water-based interior finish hardly
changes the colour of the wood. It is elastic,
sealant and gives unstained wooden floors
a “matt oiled” look. In addition, it can also
be used on practically all wood types, and
parquet floors that have been stained using
DevoNatural Colour.
Indoors, DevoNatural Finish Matt Oiled
Look can also be applied to wooden doors,
furniture, ceilings, etc.
§ Fast drying;
§ Seamless finish;
§ Hardly changes the colour of the wood;
§ Easy to use;
§ UV filter, anti-yellowing;
§ Solvent-free;
§ No unpleasant odours.
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Wear resistant Greying Matt
varnish, aqueous polyurethaneacrylic based, for parquet and
wooden floors, with UV filter and
tannin inhibitor

Finish

Colour
Effect

Greying Matt

This anti-yellowing, elastic and sealant
water-based interior finish gives unstained
wooden floors a natural grey appearance
and adds a “faded” look to darker wood
types and wooden floors stained using
DevoNatural Colour. Indoors, DevoNatural
Finish Greying Matt can also be applied to
wooden doors, furniture, ceilings, etc. For
wooden floors, only apply the product to
bevelled parquet and conventional wooden
floors. The “faded” appearance depends on
the tannic acid content of the wood. Do not
use on merbau wood!
§
§
§
§

Fast drying;
Stunning greying effect on wood;
UV filter, anti-yellowing;
Tannin inhibitor prevents tannic acid
bleeding;
§ Solvent-free;
§ No unpleasant odours.
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Finish
Satin

Colourless water-based satin
varnish, wear resistant,
polyurethane-acrylic based, with
UV filter
This water-based interior finish hardly
changes the colour of the wood. It is elastic,
sealant and gives all unstained wooden
floors and various types of unstained
parquet a “natural soft silk-like sheen”. The
product can also be used on practically all
wood types, and parquet floors that have
been stained using DevoNatural Colour.
Indoors, DevoNatural Finish Satin can also
be applied to wooden doors, furniture,
ceilings, etc.
§ Fast drying;
§ Seamless finish;
§ Hardly changes the colour of the wood;
§ Easy to use;
§ UV filter, anti-yellowing;
§ Solvent-free;
§ No unpleasant odours.
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Transit
Matt

Dual component aqueous varnish
for parquet floors, polyurethaneacrylic based, very wear
resistant
Particularly suitable for treating wooden
floors that are heavily used and need to
keep their natural appearance. Because of
its high wear resistance and easy
maintenance, this matt varnish for parquet
floors is the ideal solution for a
contemporary application on floors, both in
the home and in business premises.
Indoors, the product can also be applied to
wooden doors, furniture, worktops, ceilings,
etc.
§ Very wear resistant;
§ Suitable for business premises,
staircases and heavily used surfaces;
§ Resistant to most chemical products;
§ The wood keeps its natural colour (little
discolouring);
§ Fast hardening;
§ Can be used with other products.
Adheres to all other DevoNatural parquet
varnishes and DevoNatural Colour.
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Dual component varnish for
“extremely wear resistant”
parquet floors and stairs, made
from aqueous polyesterpolyurethane dispersions

Passage
Matt

Particularly suitable for treating wooden
floors that are heavily used. Because of its
high wear resistance and easy
maintenance, this parquet floor varnish is
the ideal solution for contemporary use on
floors, both in the home and in business
premises. The product can also be applied
indoors on wooden doors, furniture,
worktops, ceilings, etc.
§ Extremely wear resistant;
§ Suitable for business premises,
staircases and heavily used surfaces;
§ Resistant to most chemical products;
§ The wood keeps its natural colour (no
discolouring);
§ Fast curing;
§ Can be used with other products.
Adheres to all other DevoNatural parquet
varnishes and DevoNatural Colour.
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Passage
Ultra Matt

Dual component varnish for
“extremely wear resistant”
parquet floors and stairs, made
from aqueous polyesterpolyurethane dispersions.
Particularly suitable for treating wooden
floors that are heavily used, but need to
keep their natural and untreated
appearance. Because of its high wear
resistance and easy maintenance, this
varnish for ultra matt parquet floors is the
ideal solution for adding a contemporary
look floors, both in the home and in
business premises. Indoors, the product can
also be applied to wooden doors, furniture,
worktops, ceilings, etc.
The wood’s appearance and sheen will
hardly change at all after it is finished
with DevoNatural Passage!
§ Exceptionally low gloss (3 GU) ;
§ Extremely wear resistant;
§ Suitable for business premises,
staircases and heavily used surfaces;
§ Resistant to most chemical products;
§ The wood keeps its natural colour (no
discolouring);
§ Fast curing;
§ Can be used with other products.
Adheres to all other DevoNatural parquet
varnishes and DevoNatural Colour.
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"Maintenance products" for DevoNatural
parquet floor varnishes
The guarantee for a long life of your parquet floor!
Our DevoNatural Soft Cleaner and Polish maintenance products enable you
to keep your parquet floor “stain free” for longer. A combination of
DevoNatural maintenance products will make it easier to take care of your
floor, as they have been specially formulated for DevoNatural parquet floor
varnishes.
Please refer to the maintenance sheet for parquet floors sealed with
DevoNatural Finish, Transit or Passage.

§ If you have used a DevoNatural varnish to
finish your parquet floor: This means you
opted for a stain and wear resistant finish!
Floors treated in this way are fully protected
against penetration of moisture and grime.
Using DevoNatural Transit and Passage even
makes them resistant to a wide range of
chemical products!
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Soft Cleaner

Polish

Cleaner for regular maintenance
of varnished parquets, bamboo,
cork, vinyl and laminate floors.
Does not leave any residues.

Water repellent and protective
maintenance product for
varnished parquet, wood,
bamboo and cork floors.

Soap for cleaning and maintaining
sealed/varnished parquet, wood, bamboo,
cork, vinyl and laminate floors. Do not use
on waxed or oiled floors!

For regular maintenance of varnished
parquet, wood, bamboo and cork floors.
Restores the floor’s original appearance and
extends the life of your varnish, if used
regularly. Available for matt and satin
varnishes.

§ Developed according to DevoNatural’s
environmental standards;
§ Kind to the skin;
§ Pleasant odour;
§ Fast drying.

§ Available in satin or matt;
§ The parquet stays attractive for longer;
§ Increased wear resistance;
§ Water repellent and stain resistant.

Special characteristics: DevoNatural Soft
Cleaner cleans, degreases and protects the
natural colour and shine of your floor. Does
not leave any residues. Specially designed
for regular maintenance, this product does
not damage the varnish coating, even if
used in concentrated form, because of its
gentle alkalic action.

Tip: For good lasting results, use the
product every 4 - 6 weeks.
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Single layer matt hardening oil,
with high covering power, made
from natural oils. For all types of
parquet, wooden floors and other
interior and exterior woodwork.

High Solid Oil

DevoNatural High Solid Oil is also suitable
for floors in business premises and heavily
used residential floors. The product is easy
to apply and penetrates fully in to the open
pores in the wood. DevoNatural High Solid
Oil can be applied to all types of wood.
Indoor use: parquet, wooden and cork
floors, furniture, wood partitions, etc. This
product is water resistant and also suitable
for parquet floors in bathrooms. Outdoor
use: external woodwork garden furniture,
patios, etc. Also suitable for exotic woods,
such as teak, etc.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Ready to use single layer system;
With UV filter and anti-yellowing;
High solid particle content;
For indoor and outdoor use;
Also suitable for exotic wood;
Highly moisture resistant;
Matt or satin finish;
Seamless application and finish.
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"Colour and protect" with
a single coat for each
parquet floor!
The natural appearance of an
oiled parquet floor catches
everyone’s eye.
Its contemporary colours, easy application
and the short time that it takes until the
treated surface can be used again make
DevoNatural High Solid Oil the best
product in every way!
Because of the product’s high solid content
and unique molecular structure, it is
sufficient to apply a single layer to the floor.
Moreover, it would serve no purpose to
apply an extra layer, as the wood will reject
any further product after it has become
saturated. Adding a finish to your parquet
floor can therefore be a very quick task and
will only take a small amount of oil per m²!

Silk white

Pure

Chalk white

Colourless

Agate grey

Weathered oak

Vison grey

Ceruse black

Adding DevoNatural Extra Hardener
means that you can use your floor after only
12 hours and further reinforces the wear
resistance of the oil coating.

Tip: Adding DevoNatural Extra Hardener to
DevoNatural High Solid Oil, will further improve
wear resistance and reduce drying time!

Prepolymer component for
making DevoNatural High Solid
Oil harden faster and more stain
resistant

Extra Hardener

When added to DevoNatural High Solid
Oil, DevoNatural Extra Hardener triggers
the oxidative drying process and makes the
product dry more fully and rapidly. Wooden
floors treated with DevoNatural High Solid
Oil + Extra Hardener can usually be used
and walked on after only 12 hours. This
makes this combination extremely suitable
for finishing wooden floors in construction
projects, public buildings,
hotels/restaurants, function rooms,
industrial finishing companies, etc.,
especially if an oil is needed that is suitable
for heavy use.
§ Fully dry and can be walked on after 12
hours;
§ Increased wear resistance;
§ Increased stain resistance;
§ Increased chemical resistance, in
compliance with DIN68861;
§ Can be applied indoors and outdoors;
§ Highly moisture resistant;
§ Seamless application and finish.

Special properties: The active
substances in DevoNatural Extra
Hardener have special properties based
on DCC technology (Dual Cure Chemistry).
DevoNatural Extra Hardener produces a
chemical reaction with reactive groups
found in DevoNatural High Solid Oil,
which causes it to harden by means of an
oxidative and chemical/ hygroreactive
process. When modified using Extra
Hardener, DevoNatural High Solid Oil
has the powerful properties of a bicomponent oil, but maintains the positive
properties of a physically hardening single
component oil!

"Maintenance products" for DevoNatural High
Solid Oil
Decide for yourself how dense you would like the colour of
your floor to be!
DevoNatural Wood Soap enables you to clean and nourish your parquet
floor. It also keeps on protecting your floor so that it keeps its colour.
High Solid Oil Renewer and Intensive Cleaner make it possible for you to
remove small marks and stains.
By using DevoNatural maintenance products, you will be able to enjoy your
parquet floor for even longer - and without having to sand it again!
Please refer to the maintenance sheet for parquet floors treated with
DevoNatural High Solid Oil.

§ If you have used DevoNatural High Solid Oil
to finish your parquet floor: This means that
you opted for a finish that preserves the
natural appearance and feel of your wooden
floor! Floors treated in this way are fully
protected against penetration of moisture and
grime. In order to continue protecting your
floor, you will need to regularly maintain your
parquet with DevoNatural Wood Soap!

Wood Soap
Cleaning and nourishing neutral
soap for oiled and untreated
wooden floors.
Cleaning and nourishing natural soap for
parquet and wooden floors. This soapy
solution can also be applied as a finish
treatment for floors made of woods, such as
spruce/pine, oak, etc. (test before using on
tropical woods).
§ Colours : Colourless, white or grey.
Conseil : In order to help prevent your
parquet from losing its colour, you can
alternate between using DevoNatural
Wood Soap Clear and DevoNatural Wood
Soap White. This white soap adds a subtle
white colour. In order to prevent the floor
from becoming excessively white after
repeated use, alternate with a colourless
soap. Maintaining your parquet floor will
also help you to influence its colour.
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Intensive Cleaner
Powerful cleaner for removing
old layers of soap, polish and
grease from wooden floors,
including tropical and heavily
soiled wood.
DevoNatural Intensive Cleaner must be
used before applying a parquet oil, oil
renewer or new soap finish. Only use this
product on water resistant parquet with a
minimum thickness of 14 mm, due to the
risk of swelling and warping.

High Solid Oil
Renewer
Natural colourless or coloured
liquid maintenance oil for
renewing or repairing small
areas of existing oil layers.
For major maintenance (yearly or every two
years) and renewing parquet and wooden
floors, furniture, doors, etc. treated with
DevoNatural High Solid Oil.
Also suitable for removing localised stains
or repairing damage.

§ As a pre-cleaner for all types of parquet
finish;

§ Colours : Colourless, chalk white and
vison grey;

§ Also removes polymer films and
polishes!

§ Low consumption: ± 70 m²/litre

Special characteristics: Over 90% biodegradable.

§ Easy to apply.

Diluent
Synthetic oil diluent and cleaning
liquid.
DevoNatural Diluent is a synthetic oil
diluent that can be used to dilute
DevoNatural High Solid Oil and for
manually degreasing wooden, cork and tiled
floors, as well as ceilings, furniture, etc.
The product is also suitable for cleaning
tools, mops, brushes, buckets used to hold
the product, etc.
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Traditional solid wax, made from
high quality natural waxes, such
as beeswax, carnauba and
candelilla wax.

Solid Wax

DevoNatural Solid Wax protects, nourishes
and can be used for regular maintenance of
wooden floors, furniture, beams, waxed
doors, natural stone, rustic tiles, Burgundy
stone, etc.

Convient également pour les sols durs !

§ Does not alter the colour of natural
stone;
§ Very workable at room temperature
(paste-like product);
§ Easy to apply without any seams;
§ Lasting shine effect;
§ Can be applied mechanically or by hand.
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“Waxing your parquet floor”

Liquid Wax

The old-fashioned look of a beautiful, natural and deep
shine…

Liquid cleaning and maintenance
wax, made from high quality
natural waxes, such as natural
beeswax, carnauba and
candelilla wax. For parquet,
wooden and natural stone floors.

Our great-grandmothers used wax with pride. To this very day, it has lost
none of its charm of yesteryear. Because it is based on natural products,
such as Carnauba, Candelilla and raw beeswax, DevoNatural Solid Wax
provides a deep natural shine and has a pleasant odour...
It is also perfect for antique parquet and floors with motifs. DevoNatural
Liquid Wax can also be used to clean your waxed floors.

This product cleans, protects and nourishes
wooden floors, furniture, beams, waxed
doors, natural stone, rustic tiles, Burgundy
stone, etc.
§ Does not alter the colour of natural
stone;
§ Dissolves old layers of dirty wax;
§ Adds a new depth of colour to old waxed
floorboards;
§ Easy to apply without any seams;
§ Can be applied mechanically or by hand.
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Highly nourishing, cleaning and
protective soap for untreated or
oiled wooden and porous natural
stone floors

Soap

Cleaning and nourishing natural soap for
parquet and oiled wooden floors. This soapy
solution can also be applied as a finish
treatment for floors made of woods, such as
spruce/pine, oak, etc. (test before using on
tropical woods). Also suitable for
maintaining porous/absorbant natural stone
floors.
§ DevoNatural Soap maintains and cleans
your floor without leaving traces or a
film;
§ Suitable for indoor and outdoor use;
§ Adds a natural look;
§ Regular use reinforces your floor's shine
and makes it darker in colour.
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“Soaping your parquet floor”
Give your wood a Scandinavian touch.
Based on an idea from the Scandinavian countries, people now also soap
their (resinous wood) floors in other parts of the world.
With DevoNatural Soap, your resinous wood floor will take on a distinctive
Scandinavian shine! Without any yellowing, without build-up effect, and free
from products that harm the environment...

Also suitable for maintaining stone floors !
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Powerful oxalic acid-based
cleaner that restores the original
colour of weathered wood

Outdoor Woodcleaner

Restore the original shine in hardwood that
has become grey, due to prolonged
exposure to the weather, by using
DevoNatural Outdoor Woodcleaner.
Hardwood can therefore be restored to its
original colour. Ideal for annual cleaning of
decking, hardwood garden furniture, etc.
§ Gives new life to your hardwood decking,
garden furniture, etc. Removes the
greyish colour of wood;
§ Effective oxalic acid-based product.
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Tropical hardwoods become
tarnished fairly quickly. If you
want to give them optimal
protection and in order to
maintain their original colour, it is
first recommended that you give
them a deep clean.

“Refresh and protect exterior woodwork”
Revitalise your exterior woodwork!
Would you like to change the grey appearance and remove green marks from
your external woodwork, in order to restore its original colour? DevoNatural
Outdoor Woodcleaner is easy to apply and cleans weathered exterior
woodwork. The product combats all kinds of external pollution, but is
environment-friendly.

Just like terraces constructed using other
materials, wood terraces are affected by
wear, moss, etc. For the deep cleaning of
tarnished and weathered wood, use
DevoNatural Outdoor Woodcleaner.
DevoNatural Intensive Cleaner is ideal for
removing grease and dirt.

After using this product, you are advised to apply DevoNatural High Solid
Oil, in order to protect your exterior woodwork.

If necessary, sand lightly and/or scour with
a single-brush machine + black pad +
§ DevoNatural Outdoor Woodcleaner intensive wood cleaner. To be applied
prior to Devo Natural High Solid Oil on
garden furniture, terrace planks, parquet
floors or other wood floors that are
tarnished or worn.
§ DevoNatural Intensive Cleaner - a
powerful cleaner that removes layers of
soap and degreases very worn floors. To
be applied prior to parquet oil or oil
renewer.
After drying, treat with DevoNatural High
Solid Oil, which "Restores colours and
protects" with a single coat of oil!
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For more information, please read
the technical data sheets on
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